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1 Introduction

After the inception of quantum field theory, it was quickly understood that ultraviolet (UV)

divergencies were plaguing the theory. To introduce a UV cutoff was the natural solution

to this problem, so quantum physicists at that time wondered about the implementation

of a UV cutoff or equivalently of a minimum length, which would be consistent with the

Lorentz symmetries [1]. Snyder managed to construct in 1947 a space where there is a

minimum length, while at the same time the Lorentz symmetry is preserved [2]. However,

he did not construct the (quantum) field theory on this space to check his proposal was

achieving its initial motivation.

Snyder space-time consists in defining non-commutative coordinates operators Xµ

which can be realized as the Lie algebra generators

Xµ ∼
1

κ
J4µ ∈ so(4, 1)/so(3, 1).
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κ is identified with the Planck mass (~ = c = 1). The space coordinates are then represented

as operators encoding rotations and have therefore a discrete spectrum: space acquires a

discrete structure. The coordinates satisfy then Snyder’s commutation relations

[Xµ,Xν ] = i
1

κ2
Jµν , (1.1)

where Jµν is an infinitesimal Lorentz transformation. Momentum space is identified as the

de Sitter space dS ∼ SO(4, 1)/SO(3, 1) and Snyder picked up specific coordinates Pµ to

encode momentum

Pµ = κ
vµ

v4
with vA ∈ R

5 and − v2
0 + v2

i + v2
4 = 1.

Snyder did not discuss the choice of momenta addition to describe the many particles

states. Different generalizations of Snyder’s space can be considered. For instance, one

can consider the Cartan decomposition SO(4, 1) ∼ H4 .SO(4), where H4 is isomorphic to

the two sheeted 4d hyperboloid, and the decomposition SO(5) ∼ S4 .SO(4), where S4 is

isomorphic to the 4d sphere. Snyder spaces associated to the momentum spaces H4 and

S4 are Euclidian, that is there is the metric on Snyder’s momentum space has signature

+, . . . ,+. This construction can be extended to any dimensions and signatures: we consider

the group G = SO(p, q) and the subgroup H = SO(p− 1, q), then momentum space will be

given by the homogeneous space G/H and Snyder’s coordinates are Lie algebra generators

of so(p, q)/so(p− 1, q).

The renormalization process for quantum field theory was understood during the 50’s

and Snyder space-time was forgotten until non-commutative geometry re-appeared as a

topic of interest per se. Snyder space-time is sometimes presented as an example of

non-commutative geometry which regulates the UV divergencies due to the presence of

the minimal length (different field theories in Snyder space-time have been considered

see [3] and references therein). It is also often brought as a possible example of effec-

tive space-time to describe quantum gravity phenomenology [4], just as the κ-Minkowski

space-time in Deformed Special Relativity [5]. The latter is a non-commutative geometry

where momentum space is also the de Sitter space (obtained from the Iwasawa decom-

position of SO(4, 1) [6–8]), but the non-commutativity is of the Lie algebra type, that is

[Xµ,Xν ] = 1
κ
Cα

µν Xα. A lot of work has been devoted to this type of non-commutative

spaces, such as determining different star products [9, 10], the differential calculus [11, 12],

the conserved charges [13, 14]. One of the key features of these non-commutative spaces

is that momentum space has the structure of a (non-abelian) Lie group. The group law

does encode the notion of addition of momenta, which is then non-commutative (but still

associative). Thanks to this addition, it is then straightforward to introduce a generalized

Fourier transform and a star product between plane-waves which encodes the non-abelian

momenta addition. The deformation of the momenta addition can be related to a defor-

mation of the action of translations (the Lorentz symmetries can also be deformed), which

have been classified in [15–17]. We would like here to export these ideas to the Snyder case,

where momentum space is not a group and is obtained from the decompositions discussed

above, to construct a scalar field theory living on Snyder space-time.
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Since Snyder has not specified the type of momenta addition, we shall explore two

natural possibilities. The first is obtained from the product on the coset space,1 whereas the

second one is obtained from the group in which momentum space is naturally embedded.

The key difference between these two choices is the associativity property. Indeed, the

product on the coset is obviously non-associative while the product on the group is naturally

associative but involves extra degrees of freedom (the “Lorentz sector”) which need to be

integrated over later. In both cases, we define a Fourier transform and show how to recover

a non-commutative space-time defined in terms of a star product which describes Snyder

commutation relation (1.1).

The interpretation of this commutation relation is different in each approach. In the

associative case, the Lorentz sector Jµν can be interpreted as encoding extra-dimensions.

In the non-associative approach, this sector has no direct physical interpretation. The

extra-dimensional perspective has been already considered in the Doplicher-Fredenhagen-

Roberts non-commutative space, which shares many features with the associative version

of Snyder space-time. In fact we shall recall how these spaces can be related through a

specific limit.

In the following we shall focus on the specific example G = SO(3, 1)+, the group of

orthochronous Lorentz transformations and its subgroup H = SO(3). We are therefore

considering the Cartan decomposition of SO(3, 1)+ and we will deal with the Euclidian 3d

Snyder space. Momentum space will be given by the upper hyperboloid H. This choice

enables us to perform simple calculations and provides a nice laboratory to illustrate the

main ideas. Moreover, the group SO(3) being compact, it will allow the definition of models

which could not be defined if dealing with a non-compact subgroup. All calculations can

be extended to higher dimensions and other signature in a straightforward manner.

In the first section, we discuss the momenta addition inherited from the group structure

of SO(3, 1)+, interpreted as a momentum space. We give in particular the explicit shape of

the non-associative momenta addition obtained from the coset structure SO(3, 1)+/SO(3).

In the second section we present a scalar field theory defined over the (upper) hyper-

boloid interpreted as momentum space. We define in particular the dual non-commutative

space through a Fourier transform and a star product. We show how this latter encodes Sny-

der’s commutation relations. The key feature of this star product is its non-associativity. A

natural outcome of the construction is a new realization of deformed Poincaré symmetries

consistent with Snyder non-commutativity.

In the third section, we construct a field theory on the group SO(3, 1)+ and investigate

the different possibilities to constrain the field theory to live on the hyperboloid. We

introduce a Fourier transform and a star product to obtain Snyder’s non-commutative

space. The star product is now associative and the Lorentz sector corresponds to extra

dimensions. We discuss how the Poincaré symmetries are deformed in this case. We show

how our construction can be related to the DFR space through a limit [20].

1We have presented a shorter version of our results in the proceedings of the Planck scale conference [18].

We illustrated the construction for the 3d Euclidian Snyder space to perform simple computations. The

recent work [19] considered a different route to obtain similar results in the Lorentzian 4d case, at first order.
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In the fourth section, we comment on some aspects of the two approaches. In par-

ticular we present how the non-associative approach can be obtained from the associative

perspective.

In the concluding section, we present some of the many new directions our approach

points to.

2 Curved momentum space

2.1 Momenta and addition

The Lorentz group SO(3, 1) as a manifold contains two disconnected parts, SO(3, 1)+ and

SO(3, 1)− . The subgroup SO(3, 1)+ is the set of orthochronous Lorentz transformations

which preserve the time direction. Using the Cartan decomposition [21], any element

g ∈ SO(3, 1)+ can be written as a boost a times a rotation h, such that g = ah. We recall

that a boost a is parameterized by the boost angle η and the vector ~b, such that a = eiη
~b· ~K

where Ki = J0i are the boost generators. The rotation h is given in terms of a angle α and

a rotation vector ~r, such that h = eiη̃~r· ~J in term of the rotation generators Ji = 1
2ǫ

jk
i Jjk.

The coset space SO(3, 1)+/SO(3) is defined as the set of equivalence classes [a] =

{a.h, ∀h ∈ SO(3)}. The boost element a is a representative of the equivalence class [a]. We

note L the set of boosts a, which defines a section for the coset space SO(3, 1)+/SO(3). Both

the coset SO(3, 1)+/SO(3) and the space L are isomorphic to the upper hyperboloid H+.

The subgroup SO(3, 1)+ is six dimensional with coordinates given by the angles (η, α)

and the unit vectors (~b,~r). Interpreting SO(3, 1)+ as the momentum space, we define the

momentum coordinates as functions of these parameters 2:

~k = κf1(η)~b

~k = λf2(α)~r. (2.1)

κ is the Planck mass (~ = c = 1), associated to the physical 3d momentum, while λ is

another mass scale, associated to an extra momentum sector and whose physical inter-

pretation is left open at this time. The group multiplication structure inherited from

SO(3, 1)+ induces different types of momenta addition according to the momentum coordi-

nates which we choose. We use the Cartan decomposition gi = aihi and write the general

product in the group,

a1h1a2h2 = a1(h1a2h
−1
1 )h1h2 = a12′ h12′ h1 h2 = ah

eiη1
~b1· ~Keiα1~r1· ~Jeiη2

~b2· ~Keiα2~r2· ~J = eiη
~b· ~Keiϑ~r· ~J (2.2)

where we have used the following notations

a1a2 = a12 h12, a12 ∈ L, h12 ∈ SO(3) (2.3)

(h1a2h
−1
1 ) ≡ h1 ⊲ a2 = a2′ . (2.4)

2Note that instead of introducing ~r, one could introduce the antisymmetric tensor rij = 1

2
ǫ
ij
k rk (and

therefore kij) such that

~r ·
~J =

1

2
r

k
ǫ
ij
k Jij = r

ij
Jij .
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a12 is the new boost obtained from the product of two boosts. We can therefore define a

product law on L, as follows:

a1 · a2 = a12. (2.5)

To determine explicitly the momenta addition induced from (2.2), we need to compute

explicitly the terms a12 and h12, as well as the sum induced from the group multiplication on

SO(3, 1), in terms of the momentum coordinates (2.1). We use the spinorial representation

of SO(3, 1)+ in terms of 2×2 group elements in SL(2,C) in order to perform the calculations.

4-vectors are represented as 2 × 2 Hermitian matrices.

(v0, ~vi) ∈ R
4 −→

(
v0 + v3 v1 + iv2
v1 − iv2 v0 − v3

)
. (2.6)

Defining the Pauli matrices ~σ as

σ1 =

(
0 1

1 0

)
, σ2 =

(
0 −i

i 0

)
, σ3 =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
,

the spinorial representation is given by Ji = 1
2σi and Ki = − i

2σi. Thus group elements in

SO(3, 1) are given by U = exp(~u · ~σ) for arbitrary complex vectors ~u and in particular in

this representation, boosts are parameterized as:

a = eiη
−→
b ·
−→
K = e

η
2

−→
b ·−→σ = cosh

η

2
Id+ sinh

η

2

−→
b · −→σ .

Group elements act on 2×2 matrices by conjugation. Defining the origin of the hyperboloid

as the 4-vector v(0) = (1, 0, 0, 0), or equivalently as the Hermitian 1l matrix, boosts allow

to translate it to any point on the hyperboloid:

v ≡ av(0)a
† = aa† = (cosh η, sinh η

−→
b ), vµv

µ = (v0)2 − (~v)2 = 1. (2.7)

This definition is clearly invariant under 3d rotations:

ah(ah)† = ahh−1a† = aa†,

since the spinorial representation provides a unitary representation of SU(2), i.e. h† = h−1.

This gives the explicit isomorphism between the coset space SO(3, 1)+/SO(3) and the

(upper) hyperboloid. Using this representation, we can compute the boost a12

a12 = eiη1
~b1· ~K · eiη2

~b2· ~K = eiη12(~b1⊕~b2)· ~K . (2.8)

Using the definition (2.1), we then deduce a general momenta addition ~k1 ⊕ ~k2 = ~k12.

−→
k12 =

−→
k1⊕

−→
k2 =

f(ηk)

sinh ηk
(Ck1

−→
k1+Ck2

−→
k2),

Ck1
= sinh η1

f(η1) cosh η2 +
(

sinh η1

f(η1)

)2
sinh η2

f(η2)
1

1+cosh η1

−→
k1.
−→
k2

κ2

Ck2
= sinh η2

f(η2) .

(2.9)

We also derive that

cosh η12 = cosh η1 cosh η2 +
sinh η1

f(η1)

sinh η2

f(η2)

~k1 · ~k2

κ2
. (2.10)

– 5 –
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We can give the explicit expression of these formulae by choosing specific momentum coor-

dinates. The two canonical choices of coordinates are respectively the Snyder coordinates
~P and the embedding coordinates ~p:

~P = κ tanh η~b = κ s
~v

v0
, ~p = κ sinh η~b = κ~v. (2.11)

This leads to the following deformed addition of momenta:

~P1 ⊕ ~P2 =
1

1 +
~P1·~P2

κ2

((
1 +

γ1

1 + γ1

~P1 · ~P2

κ2

)
~P1 +

1

γ1

~P2

)
, with γ1 =

1√
1 −

~P 2
1

κ2

, (2.12)

(~p1 ⊕ ~p2)
i = (p0

2 +
1

κ2

1

1 + p0
1

~p1 · ~p2)p
i
1 + pi

2, with p0
d =

√

1 +
~p2

d

κ2
, d = 1, 2. (2.13)

We note ⊖ the inverse of this modified sum: ⊖~k ⊕ ~k = ~k ⊕ (⊖~k) = ~0, for ~k any choice of

momentum coordinates. It turns out that this inverse momentum remains trivial:

⊖ ~k = −~k ⇒

(
⊖~P = −~P

⊖~p = −~p.
(2.14)

In the product (2.3), the “Thomas precession” h12 = eiϑ12~r12· ~J is totally specified by the

boosts a1 and a2 and we can compute explicitly:

tan
ϑ12

2
−→r12 =

tanh η1

2 tanh η2

2

1 + tanh η1

2 tanh η2

2

−→
b1 .

−→
b2

(
−→
b1 ∧

−→
b2 ). (2.15)

Using the embedding coordinates ~p = κ sinh η~b and the choice ~k = λ tan ϑ
2 ~r, we have for

example

k12 =
λ

κ2

~p1 ∧ ~p2

γ̃1γ̃2 + ~p1·~p2

κ2

, γ̃i = 1 +

√
1 +

|~pi|2

κ2
. (2.16)

Finally, we also compute the product between rotations h = h1h2, which induces a

non-trivial addition for the momentum k. Still using the spinorial representation hi =

cos αi

2 1l + i sin αi

2 ~ri · ~σ, we have

sin
α

2
~r = cos

α1

2
sin

α2

2
~r2 + cos

α2

2
sin

α1

2
~r1 − sin

α1

2
sin

α2

2
~r1 ∧ ~r2 (2.17)

cos
α

2
= cos

α1

2
cos

α2

2
− sin

α1

2
sin

α2

2
~r1 · ~r2

Keeping the same choice of momentum coordinates ~k = λ tan α
2 ~r, we get:

~k =
1

1 − 1
λ2 k1 · k2

(
~k1 +~k2 −

1

λ
k1 ∧ k2

)
. (2.18)

Putting together the additions (2.9) and (2.17) allows to determine the general addition of

momenta (2.2) inherited from the group multiplication on SO(3, 1)+.

– 6 –
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2.2 Geometry, measures and Lorentz transformations

We have introduced a time-like vector v(0) in R4, with little group SO(3). By acting with

group element g ∈ SO(3, 1)+ on v(0), we sweep the upper hyperboloid H+ which can be

seen as embedded in R4

H+ = {vµ ∈ R
4, −v2

0 + v2
i = −1, v0 > 0} ∼ SO(3, 1)+/SO(3) (2.19)

We have chosen to work with the subgroup SO(3, 1)+. We could also extend the construc-

tion to the full group SO(3, 1) and consider the coset SO(3, 1)/SO(3). This case would

generate both the upper and lower hyperboloid and we would work with both signs ± for

v0. The natural metric on the (upper) hyperboloid is Euclidean, so that we are dealing with

the 3d Euclidean Snyder space-time. To consider the Lorentzian case, we should consider

instead the coset space given either by the de Sitter space SO(p, 1)/SO(p−1, 1) or the anti

de Sitter space SO(p, 2)/SO(p, 1).

The different coordinates systems can be defined in terms of coordinates vµ. The

Snyder coordinates ~P are simply

κ
vi

v0
= Pi, v0 =

1√
1 −

~P 2

κ2

(2.20)

In this coordinate system, the bare mass is bounded by κ, which is quite a strong constraint

if we try to relate this construction to a physical model. We would like to emphasize however

that this construction is very close to the structure met in Special Relativity [22]. Indeed

in this case, the hyperboloid is interpreted as the space of 3d velocity ~v. The coordinates

vµ ∈ R4 are interpreted as the relativistic speeds. The usual choice of coordinates on

the hyperboloid is given by vi = c vi

v0 , which is analogous to the Snyder coordinates. The

speed addition is then defined from the product given in (2.5) and is non-associative. It is

precisely obtained from (2.12) by replacing κ by c and ~P by ~v.

We also have a simple expression for the embedding coordinates ~p, in which case the

rest mass is not bounded:

κvi = pi, v0 =

√
~p2

κ2
+ 1. (2.21)

Before discussing the construction of a field theory on the hyperboloid interpreted

as the momentum space, we would like to discuss the notion of symmetries. Comparing

our 3d Euclidean Snyder space-time toy model to an actual 4d Lorentzian Snyder space-

time, our SO(3) transformations will play the role of Lorentz transformations, while our

boosts in SO(3, 1)+/SO(3) will play the role of (deformed) Poincaré translation operators.

The subgroup SO(3) acts naturally by the adjoint action on itself. Using the Cartan

decomposition, we have that

g→ h1 g h
−1
1 = (h1 ah

−1
1 ) (h1 hh

−1
1 ). (2.22)

We consider therefore the natural adjoint action of SO(3) on itself and on SO(3, 1)+/SO(3).

In particular the rotations acts simply on ~r:

[Jij , rl] = δjlri − δilrj. (2.23)

– 7 –
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Moreover, the symmetry transformations of SO(3, 1)+/SO(3) can be also deduced from the

induced transformations of R4 in which the hyperboloid is embedded. The coordinates vµ

transform linearly under SO(3), and it is easy to see that the Snyder coordinates will then

in turn also transform linearly, under the adjoint action. For example for the hyperboloid,

we have

[Jij , pl] = δjlpi − δilpj ,

[Jij , Pl] = δjlPi − δilPj. (2.24)

The invariant Haar measure [dg] on the group SO(3, 1)+ is of course invariant under the

adjoint action of SO(3) and so is the invariant Haar measure [dh] on SO(3). Since the we

are using the Cartan decomposition, the measure [dg] can be split into the product of the

measure on SO(3, 1)+/SO(3) and the measure on the subgroup SO(3):

[dg] = [da][dh]. (2.25)

The measure [da] can be expressed in terms of the embedding coordinates:

[da] = κ3 d4v θ(v0) δ(v
µvµ + 1),

where θ(v0) imposes the condition v0 > 0. From this expression it is obvious that the

measure [da] is invariant under the adjoint action of SO(3). Writing the measure in terms

of the Snyder coordinates (2.20) or the embedding coordinates (2.21) on the 3d hyperboloid,

we have

[da] = κ3 d4v θ(v0) δ(v
2
0 − v2

i − 1) = [dk] ≡




[dP ] = d3P
(
1 −

~P 2

κ2

)−2

[dp] = d3p
(
1 + ~p2

κ2

)− 1

2

,
(2.26)

The measure on SO(3) is the usual Haar measure, which is the measure on the 3-sphere

(quotiented by Z2) inherited from the Lebesgue measure on R4:

[dh] = λ3 d4w θ(w0) δ

( ∑

A=1,...,4

w2
A − 1

)
, wA =

(
cos

α

2
, sin

α

2
~r

)
∈ R

4,

and expressed for example in terms of the momentum variable k = tan α
2 ~r, it becomes

[dh] =
d3k

(
1 +

~k2

λ2

)2 . (2.27)

3 Scalar field theory on the hyperboloid as momentum space

We are now interested in constructing a scalar field action defined on momentum space

which is the hyperboloid H.

We note k the choice of coordinates on the hyperboloid, which can be either the Snyder

coordinates P in (2.20) or the embedding coordinates p in (2.21).

– 8 –
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3.1 Action in momentum space: non-associative convolution product

The scalar field φ is a function φ(a) ∈ C(H) seen as a distribution. Another useful dis-

tribution is the Dirac function δ(a) on the hyperboloid H+ . This δ-distribution can be

constructed from the delta function on the group

δa(b) ≡ δH+(b · a−1) =

∫
[dh] δSO(3,1)+(ba−1h), b ∈ L.

where we have also used the product (2.5). In the following, we will drop the indices H or

SO(3, 1). We can always choose a momentum coordinate system kµ and express the field

in this coordinate system φ(a) ∼ φ(ki). Since the measure factor (2.26) is trivial at the

origin k = 0, the Dirac distribution is also simply δ(a) ∼ δ3(ki).

The convolution product is the natural product between distributions. We note this

product ⋄ and introduce it in a similar way as the convolution product when dealing with

a group, except that now we use the product a1 · a2 = a12.

φ ⋄ φ(a) ≡

∫
[da1][da2]φ(a1)φ(a2)

∫
[dh] δ(a−1(a1a2)h)

=

∫
[da1][da2]φ(a1)φ(a2) δ(a

−1 · (a1 · a2)),

δa1
⋄ δa2

≡ δa1·a2
= δa12

. (3.1)

We emphasize that the δ-distribution in the left hand side of the first line, is on the

SO(3, 1)-group, while the δ-distribution on the right hand side is on the coset. In the

chosen coordinates system given by k, the Dirac distribution δ(a12) can be rewritten as

δ(k1 ⊕ k2). Since we are using the product (2.5), the convolution product will also be

non-associative and we need to specify the order in which we perform the products.

(φ ⋄ (φ ⋄ φ))(a) ≡

∫
[dai]

3 φ(a1)φ(a2)φ(a3)

∫
[dhi]

2 δ(a−1(a1(a2a3))h1h2)

=

∫
[dai]

3 φ(a1)φ(a2)φ(a3)δ(a
−1 · a1(23)), a1(23) = a1 · (a2 · a3) (3.2)

We can now construct an action for a field defined on SO(3, 1)+/SO(3), interpreted as

momentum space. We consider the measure [da], and some propagator K(a) and define a

φ3 type scalar field action as

S(φ) =

∫
[da]2 φ(a1)K(a1)φ(a2)δ(a1 · a2) +

λ

3!
φ ⋄ (φ ⋄ φ)(e) (3.3)

=

∫
[dk]2 φ(k1)K(k1)φ(k2) δ(k1 ⊕ k2) +

λ

3!

∫
[dk]3 φ(k1)φ(k2)φ(k3) δ(k1 ⊕ (k2 ⊕ k3)).

When using the coordinates k, this action resembles very much the usual scalar field action.

The differences come in the measure which encodes now the fact that we are working on the

hyperboloid and in the conservation of momenta which uses the modified (non-associative)

addition of momenta.
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We can check that our action is invariant under the Lorentz transformations given by

the group SO(3). We have seen in subsection 2.2 that SO(3) acts by the adjoint action on

the coset a→h⊲ a = h−1ah, h ∈ SO(3). On the other hand, the scalar field and the Dirac

delta function transform by definition as scalars, so we have

φ(a) → φ(h⊲ a) (3.4)

δ(a) → δ(h⊲ a). (3.5)

The convolution product between functions (resp. Dirac functions) gives a function (resp.

a Dirac function). It transforms under SO(3) as a (scalar) function (resp. a Dirac function).

We have for example

h⊲ (φ ⋄ ψ(a)) = φ ⋄ ψ(h⊲ a) (3.6)

h⊲ δ(a1 · a2) = δ(h⊲ (a1 · a2)) = δ((h⊲ a1) · (h⊲ a2)). (3.7)

In particular, one notes that the convolution product evaluated at the identity e of the

coset, which corresponds to zero momentum kµ = 0, is therefore invariant under the

Lorentz action. Considering a φ3 interaction term for example, we have

φ ⋄ (φ ⋄ φ)(e)→φ ⋄ (φ ⋄ φ)(h⊲ e) = φ ⋄ (φ ⋄ φ)(e) (3.8)

Finally, if the propagator K(a) is invariant under the Lorentz transformations K(h⊲ a) =

K(a), it is clear that the action (3.3) is invariant under the adjoint action of SO(3).

Before ending the section we would like to comment on the choice of momentum. We

have freedom in the choice of momentum. For example we can take the Snyder choice Pi,

given by the Snyder coordinates (2.20). In this case the propagator can be taken to be

K(a) = P 2 −m2 = κ2 v
ivi

v2
0

−m2. (3.9)

This is properly invariant under SO(3) rotations since SO(3) acts linearly on Pµ. On the

other hand we can also consider the embedding coordinates pi, with a propagator

K(a) = p2 −m2 = κ2vivi −m2. (3.10)

This is also invariant under SO(3) rotations, although it differs importantly from the ear-

lier choice.

Contrary to the κ-Minkowski case [12] or the su(2) space [11], we are not aware of any

study of the non-commutative differential calculus in the Snyder space-time. It is indeed

the choice of differential calculus that tells us which kind of momentum we should choose

(see for example [13] and [14]). This calculus deserving some specific attention on its own,

we leave it on the side for now.

3.2 Action in Snyder space-time: non-associative star product

We construct now a generalized Fourier transform to define the dual space-time. We

introduce first the c-numbers xi ∈ R3. Given a choice of momentum coordinates k, we
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consider the plane-wave eik·x = eik(a)·x and the star product noted > between the plane-

waves which introduces the modified momenta additions (2.9).

eik1·x > eik2·x ≡ ei(k1⊕k2)·x →

(
eiP1·x ⋆ eiP2·x ≡ ei(P1⊕P2)·x

eip1·x ∗ eip2·x ≡ ei(p1⊕p2)·x.
(3.11)

We define the Fourier transform of a distribution φ as

φ̂(x) ≡

∫
[da] eik(a)·xφ(a) =

∫
[dk] eik·xφ(k), (3.12)

in particular we define a deformed “fuzzy” δ-distribution and we can write the space-time

coordinate as derivation operators in the momentum space:

δ>(x) =

∫
[dk] eik·x, xi = −i

∫
[dk] δ(k) ∂kieik·x. (3.13)

This fuzzy δ-function should truly be considered as a distribution and is a priori not equal

to the standard δ-distribution on R3 due to the different measure [dk] 6= d3~k.

As usual, the > product can be seen as the dual of the convolution product.

∫
[da] eik(a)·x(ψ ⋄ φ)(a) =

∫
[dk1][dk2]ψ(a1)φ(a2)

∫
[dk][dh] eik(a)·xδ(a−1a1a2h)

=

∫
[dk1][dk2]ψ(k1)φ(k2)e

i(k1⊕k2)·x

=

∫
[dk1][dk2]ψ(k1)φ(k2)e

ik1·x > eik2·x

= ψ̂ > φ̂(x) (3.14)

Since the convolution product is non-associative, the > product will also be non-associative,

so that one needs to be careful with the order in which we group the terms. A direct Fourier

transform shows that one has for example

φ ⋄ (φ ⋄ φ)(e)→

∫
[d3x]φ> (φ> φ)(x). (3.15)

To get a better grasp of the > product, we first study the product between monomials

of first order xi > xj.

xi > xj =



xi ⋆ xj = −

∫
[dP ]2 δ(~P1) δ(~P2) ∂P i

1
∂

P
j
2

ei(P1⊕P2)·x = xi xj

xi ∗ xj = −
∫
[dp]2 δ(~p1) δ(~p2) ∂pi

1
∂

p
j
2

ei(p1⊕p2)·x = xi xj.

(3.16)

We have therefore the perhaps surprising result that the coordinate functions commute

with each other:

[xi, xj ]> = 0. (3.17)

However, due the lack of associativity, this apparent commutativity does not extend to

more complicated functions other coordinates. In particular, we do not expect that the
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product of a monomial of degree one with a monomial of degree two is the same as the

product of the monomial of degree two with the monomial of degree one. For instance, we

compute:

xi > (xj > xm) = i

∫
[dk]3 δ(~k1) δ(~k2) δ(~k3) ∂ki

1
∂

k
j
2

∂km
3
eix·(k1⊕(k2⊕k3))

=



xi ⋆ (xj ⋆ xm) = − 1

κ2 δjmxi + xixjxm

xi ∗ (xj ∗ xm) = 1
κ2 δimxj + xixjxm

(3.18)

The difference between the two choices of star product is manifest in the contribution of

order κ−2. We can explicitly check that the star product is non-associative. We have for

example

(xi ∗ xj) ∗ xm = −
1

κ2
xmδij + xixjxm 6= xi ∗ (xj ∗ xm).

The > product encodes therefore some type of non-commutativity in a slightly different

way than usual. We still want to identify the non-commutative space-time behind this >

product. For this, we introduce the position operator which acts by (>-)multiplication by

the coordinate xi.

Xi ⊲ f̂(x) = xi > f̂(x). (3.19)

Using the Fourier transform and either of the coordinates ~P or ~p, we can explicitly calculate

the action of the commutator [Xi,Xj ] on a function f̂(x), using either of the coordinates
~P or ~p:

[Xi,Xj ] ⊲ f̂(x) = (XiXj −XjXi) f̂(x) = xi > (xj > f̂(x))−xj > (xi > f̂(x)) = i
1

κ2
Jij ⊲ f̂(x).

(3.20)

This result can be checked explicitly when considering f(x) = xl, for a given l and the

results given in (3.18). This shows that the commutator of the position operators does

satisfy

[Xi,Xj ] = i
1

κ2
Jij , (3.21)

which encodes the commutation relation of the Snyder coordinates [2]. It is important

to underline the difference between this key commutation relation and the apparent com-

mutativity of the coordinates (3.17). We have therefore constructed a realization of the

(Euclidian) Snyder space-time in terms of a star product. The position operators Xi are

realized as

Xi =
1

κ
J0i, (3.22)

and we can check explicitly by introducing the action of the J0i = Ki on the functions on

momentum space and using the Fourier transform that the operator Ki does indeed act by

>-multiplication by xi as in (3.19).

We have now the tools to determine the action (3.3) as an action in expressed in a

non-commutative space-time. Using that

− i∂i e
ik·x = kie

ik·x, (3.23)
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and making the Fourier transform of the action (3.3) gives

S(φ) =

∫
[dx]

(
(∂iφ̂> ∂iφ̂)(x) +m2(φ̂> φ̂)(x) +

λ

3!
(φ> (φ̂> φ̂))(x)

)
(3.24)

This action for a scalar field looks very similar to the scalar field action introduced in non-

commutative space-times such as Moyal and κ-Minkowski. The main difference is that one

needs to be careful in the way we group the product of fields, due to the non-associative

property of the > product.

3.3 Deformed Poincaré symmetries

We introduce now the symmetries of this non-commutative space-time. The Lorentz trans-

formations can be determined by duality using the Fourier transform. We then introduce

the translations compatible with the non-commutative structure.

The action of the Lorentz group on functions on space-time can be determined by

Fourier duality.

h⊲ φ̂(x) ≡

∫
[dk]φ(h⊲ k)eik·x (3.25)

We consider an infinitesimal transformation h ∼ 1 + iǫ · J , and make use of the invariance

of the measure [dk] under the adjoint action of H:

(1+ǫ·J) ⊲ φ̂(x)≡

∫
[dk]φ(h⊲ k)eik·x =

∫
[dk]φ(k)ei(h

−1 ⊲ k)·x ∼

∫
[dk]φ(k)(1+x·((ǫ·J) ⊲ k))eix·k.

(3.26)

This allows in particular to define the (infinitesimal) Lorentz transformations action on the

coordinates xi.

Jij ⊲ xl ≡ −i

∫
[dk] δ(Jij ⊲ kl)∂(Jij ⊲ kl)e

ik·x

= i(δjlxi − δilxj), (3.27)

where we used the transformations (2.24). As one could have guessed SO(3) is acting in

the standard way in the space-time coordinates, and we check easily that the action (3.24)

is indeed invariant under the Lorentz transformations expressed in space-time.

Now that we have defined space-time, we can construct the notion of translations and

check that the action is indeed also invariant under the translations. To this aim we define

how the translations act on the field expressed in momentum space.

φ̂(x+ ǫ) =

∫
[da]φ(a)eik(a)·(x+ǫ)

⇒ φ(a)→ eik(a)·ǫφ(a) (3.28)

(φ̂> φ̂)(x+ ǫ) =

∫
[dai]

2 eik(a1·a2)·(x+ǫ) φ(a1)φ(a2)

⇒ φ(a1)φ(a2)→ eik(a1)·ǫ
> eik(a2)·ǫ φ(a1)φ(a2). (3.29)

We see therefore that in momentum space the translations act by a phase multiplication.

Moreover, when dealing with many fields, we use the > product between the plane-waves
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to define the transformation of the product of field. Thanks to the Dirac delta function en-

coding the conservation of momentum, it is immediate to check that the action is invariant

under translations as well. We have therefore identified a deformation of the Poincaré sym-

metries which is consistent with Snyder’s commutations relations. This new deformation

has not appeared when dealing with the classification of the Poincaré symmetries defor-

mations in [15–17], since these deformations were still encoding a (co-)associative feature.

4 Field theory on SO(3, 1)+ as momentum space

Instead of using the product (2.5) on the hyperboloid, we are going to use the full group

structure and choose an adequate scalar field and/or modify the group convolution product

such that the final field theory is defined on the space SO(3, 1)+/SO(3). We shall then

construct the Fourier transform from C(SO(3, 1)+) to C∗(R
6) to identify how the chosen

field theory can actually be interpreted as a field theory on a non-commutative space-time

of the Snyder type. We shall discuss then how this construction can be related to the

non-commutative Doplicher-Fredenhagen-Roberts space.

4.1 Action in momentum space: group convolution product

We consider the Dirac delta function on the group SO(3, 1)+

δ(g) ∼ δ(a)δ(h) ∼ δ3(ki)δ
3(kj),

and the scalar field ψ(g) = ψ(a, h) defined on SO(3, 1)+. We have the convolution product

on the group given by the standard formula

f ◦ f̃(g) =

∫
[dg]2 f(g1)f̃(g2)δ(g

−1g1g2) (4.1)

δg1
◦ δg2

= δg1g2
. (4.2)

We can construct an scalar field action in a straightforward manner, generalizing the con-

struction on the groups SU(2) [23] and ANp [14]. We introduce a propagator K(g) and

define a ψ3 type scalar field action as

S(ψ) =

∫
[dg]2 ψ(g1)K(g1)ψ(g2)δ(g1g2) +

λ

3!

∫
[dg]3 ψ(g1)ψ(g2)ψ(g3)δ(g1g2g3) (4.3)

Following the construction of scalar field theory on SU(2) [23], it is quite clear that this

scalar field action will be invariant under the Drinfeld double D(SO(3, 1)+). We are going

to show in the following how SO(3, 1)+ acts as a symmetry and in the next section how

SO(3, 1)+ encodes the deformed translation symmetry. D(SO(3, 1)+) is not a deformation

of the Poincaré group acting on R6, since the Lorentz group contribution should be SO(5, 1).

For completeness, one should show either that the Drinfeld double of SO(3, 1)+ is the largest

symmetry for this action or that it exists a deformation of the Poincaré group acting on

R6, which could be identified as the fundamental symmetry of the action. We postpone

these investigations and show how SO(3, 1)+ is a symmetry of this action, which will tell

us in particular how the group SO(3) acts.
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There is a natural action of SO(3, 1)+ on itself, given by the adjoint action. The field

ψ transforms then as

ψ(g)→ψ(g̃gg̃−1). (4.4)

The convolution product of functions, evaluated at the identity is therefore clearly invariant

under such transformation. Moreover, provided that the propagator is invariant under the

adjoint action of SO(3, 1)+, it is clear that the action (4.3) is invariant under the adjoint

action of SO(3, 1)+. In particular the action is therefore invariant under the adjoint action

of the subgroup SO(3). If the propagator is only invariant under SO(3) , K(g) = K(hgh−1)

∀h ∈ SO(3), the Lorentz symmetry of the action is then broken to SO(3).

Finally let us remark that we have again some freedom in choosing the relevant mo-

mentum variables (as discussed at the end of section 3.1). We are not aware of any explicit

classification of the differential calculus for the non-commutative space given by sl(2,C),

so that we leave this issue for later investigations.

We want to identify different types of field and modification of this action such that

we recover an action defined on the hyperboloid seen as a subspace of SO(3, 1)+:

• Field restriction:

– We can restrict our field to live on the coset i.e. impose a SO(3)-invariance of

the field, ψ(g) = ψ(gh),∀h ∈ SO(3). Then the field is defined by its section on

the hyperboloid, ψ(ah) ≡ φ1(a). Assuming an invariance in momentum space

means the field is strongly localized in the dual space-time coordinates.

– The alternative is to localize the field on the hyperboloid as a distribution ψ(g) ≡

φ2(a)δ(h). Assuming a strong localization in momentum space amounts to a

invariance along the dual space-time coordinates.

• Action modification: We can insert a damping factor f(g) in the action which would

damp or even localize the action on the relevant sector. At the same time we can

also use the previous field restrictions.

Let us first consider the action (4.3) with the choice ψ(g) = φ1(a) and a choice of

propagator that does not depend on the SO(3) sector, i.e. K(g) = K(a).

S1(φ1) =

∫
[da]2[dh]2 φ1(a1)K(a1)φ1(a2)δ(a1h1a2h2)

+
λ

3!

∫
[da]3[dh]3 φ1(a1)φ1(a2)φ1(a3)δ(a1h1a2h2a3h3) (4.5)

The choice of field restriction and propagator is clearly breaking the Lorentz symmetry of

the action down to SO(3), which is acting by adjoint action.

To understand the structure of this scalar field action, let us focus for simplicity on

the mass term, expressed in a coordinate momentum k.

∫
[dk]2 φ1(k1)φ1(k2)

∫
[dh] δ(k1 ⊕ h⊲ k2), (4.6)
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where the sum ⊕ is the modified sum inherited from (2.9). First, we see that the integral

over h averages over the direction of the second momentum ~k2, thus the convolution loses

all information about this direction and only remembers the modulus of ~k2. In other words,

the mass term does not depend on the entire field φ1(k) but only on its radial component

φ̃1(k) =
∫
dhφ1(h ⊲ k). Second, the momentum conservation can not be expressed simply

in term of a deformed addition of momenta. Actually conservation of the momentum k

is definitely violated. At the end of the day, we obtain a non-trivial distribution of the

resulting (final) momentum ~k which not only depends on the initial momenta k1 and k2

but also on the arbitrary group rotation h. As a final comment, we emphasize that the

momentum conservation induced here is given in terms of an associative sum, even though

using the non-associative sum (2.9). The presence of the h re-establishes the associativity.

The second possibility is to consider ψ(g) ≡ φ2(ah)δ(h). In this case, the action (4.3)

becomes

S(φ2) =

∫
[da]2 φ2(a1)K(a1)φ2(a2)δ(a1 · a2)δ(h12)

+
λ

3!

∫
[da]3 φ2(a1)φ2(a2)φ2(a3)δ(a1 · (a2 · a3))δ(h1(23)h12). (4.7)

Once again it is straightforward to notice that our choice of field and propagator breaks

the Lorentz covariance to SO(3). The terms h12 and h1(23) are the Thomas precession

contributions obtained from the multiplication of boosts as in (2.5). These terms are

totally determined in terms of the ai. In fact it is not complicated to see that the Dirac

delta function on the ai and the one on the h are not independent, so that integrating

one ai leads to a δ(0) for the h sector. In case of a compact group, as we are considering

here, δ(0) is not divergent [23, 24]. However, when dealing with a non-compact group, δ(0)

is divergent as usual and this choice ψ(g) ≡ φ2(ah)δ(h) leads to divergences and a badly

defined theory. Maybe this could be cured by using half-density distribution instead of the

straightforward δ-distribution. But we do not investigate further in this direction.

We now consider the alternative consisting in introducing a damping term in the

action. We consider the damping function f(g) and the action defined first for the field ψ

on SO(3, 1)+.

Sf (ψ) =

∫
[dg]3 ψ(g1)K(g1)ψ(g2)f(g3)δ(g1g2g3)

+
λ

3!

∫
[dg]4 ψ(g1)ψ(g2)ψ(g3)f(g4)δ(g1g2g3g4) (4.8)

Provided that f(g) is invariant under the transformations SO(3, 1)+, this group will still

be a symmetry of the action. A typical choice for f(g) would be f(g) = δ(a), with g = ah.

This choice breaks the Lorentz symmetry of the action down to SO(3). The conservation

of momenta in (4.8) is similar to the one appearing in the action (4.5), with the presence

of an extra integration over the group SO(3).

Sf (ψ) =

∫
[da]2[dh]3 ψ(a1, h1)K(a1, h1)ψ(a2, h2)δ(a1h1a2h2h3)

+
λ

3!

∫
[da]3[dh]4 ψ(a1, h1)ψ(a2, h2)ψ(a3, h3)δ(a1h1a2h2a3h3h4). (4.9)
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In our example, since the group is compact, the extra integration will not affect the con-

struction and the momenta conservation are essentially the same as in (4.5). In fact intro-

ducing also the field restriction ψ(g) ≡ φ1(a) and a propagator K(g) = K(a), one recovers

exactly (4.5). If dealing with a non-compact group, we have divergences that plague the

theory. We can also consider the field restriction ψ(g) ≡ φ(a)δ(h), in which case, we recover

the non-associative field theory (3.3).

4.2 Action in Snyder space-time: associative star product

We introduce the coordinates (xi, yj) ∈ R6. An alternative choice of variable for the y

sector is given by the antisymmetric tensor jij , such that yj = 1
2ǫ

mn
j jmn. Given an element

g ∈ SO(3, 1)+, we introduce the plane-wave eg(x, y). The product of plane-waves is encoded

as

(eg1
⊛ eg2

)(x, y) ≡ eg1g2
(x, y). (4.10)

We recall that we are considering the Cartan decomposition g = ah. This decomposition

singles out some specific cases of interest for the product.

(eh1
⊛ ea)(x, y) = (eh1ah−1

1

⊛ eh1
)(x, y), h1 ∈ SO(3), a ∈ SO(3, 1)+/SO(3) (4.11)

(ea1
⊛ ea2

)(x, y) = e(a1·a2)h12
(x, y) ai ∈ SO(3, 1)+/SO(3), h12 ∈ SO(3). (4.12)

The last case resembles the Moyal case, as it can be made explicit by introducing a choice

of momentum (k, k) given from (2.1). The plane-wave is then defined as

ek,k(x, y) ≡ ei(k·x+k·y) = ei(k·x+kmnjmn). (4.13)

The product of plane-wave is inferred from the modified sum (2.2)

(ek1,k1 ⊛ ek2,k2)(x, y) = ek1⊕k′

2
,k12′⊕k1⊕k2(x, y), k′2 = h1 ⊲ k2. (4.14)

The product in (4.12) becomes then

eik1·x ⊛ eik2·x = ei(k1⊕k2)·xeik12·y, (4.15)

where k12 is built from (2.15). This can be compared with the Moyal product between

plane-waves

eik1·x ∗M eik2·x = ei(k1+k2)·xeik12·θ, (4.16)

with k12 · θ = ki
1k

j
2θµν . There is a clear analogy, the antisymmetric tensor θµν being the

analogue of the coordinates jµν . We will show in section 4.4 that this is more than an

analogy: the different star products can be related through some limit.

We introduce now the Fourier transform of ψ(g)

ψ̂(x, y) ≡

∫
[dg]ψ(g) eg(x, y) =

∫
[dk][dk]ψ(k, k) ek,k(x, y). (4.17)

The different field restrictions give then

ψ(g) ≡ φ1(a) → ψ̂(x, y) ≡ (φ̂1 ⊛ δy=0)(x, y) (4.18)

ψ(g) ≡ φ2(a)δ(h) → ψ̂(x, y) ≡ φ̂2(x). (4.19)
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The field φ1 depends only on x, and the delta function δy=0 projects y on zero. The ⊛

product is dual to the convolution product on the group. Let ψi ∈ C(SO(3, 1)+), i = 1, 2,

we have
∫

[dg]eg ψ1 ◦ ψ2(g) =

∫
[dg]3 eg3

(x, y)ψ1(g1)ψ2(g2)δ(g1g2g
−1
3 )

=

∫
[g]2 eg1g2

(x, y)ψ1(g1)ψ2(g2)

= ψ̂1 ⊛ ψ̂2(x, y), (4.20)

To check that this construction can be related in some ways to Sndyer space-time, let us

consider the ⊛ product between the coordinates functions. To do the calculations explicitly,

we choose the embedding coordinates ki = pi = κvi and ki = λ tan η̃ ri. Let us start with

xi ⊛ yj.

xi ⊛ yj =

∫
[dk]2[dk]2 δ(k1)δ(k1)δ(k2)δ(k2) ∂ki

1
∂

k
j
2

(ek1,k1 ⊛ ek2,k2)(x, y)

=

∫
[dk][dk] δ(k)δ(k) ∂ki∂kj (eik·xeik·y)

= xiyj. (4.21)

On the other hand the product yj ⊛ xi is more interesting. To calculate it we use in

particular (4.11).

yj ⊛ xi =

∫
[dk]2[dk]2 δ(k1)δ(k1)δ(k2)δ(k2) ∂ki

2
∂

k
j
1

(ek1,k1 ⊛ ek2,k2)(x, y)

= yjxi −
i

λ
ǫkijxk. (4.22)

We have therefore that

[xi, yj ]⊛ = −
i

λ
ǫkijxk, (4.23)

i.e. yj acts like a rotation on xi. Similar calculations lead to

[xi, xj]⊛ = i
λ

κ2
ǫkijyk, [yj, yi]⊛ =

i

λ
ǫkjiyk. (4.24)

Instead of using the coordinates yi, we can use the coordinates jmn. In this case we have

[xi, xj ]⊛ = i
λ

κ2
jij , [xi, jmn]⊛ = −

i

λ
(δnixm − δmixn), (4.25)

[jmn, jab]⊛ =
i

λ
(δnajmb + δmbjna − δnbjma − δmajnb) (4.26)

We recognize in (4.25)–(4.26) the Snyder commutation relations since the yi are identified as

rotations from the commutator (4.23). We have therefore found an associative star product

realization of Snyder space-time non-commutative relations. It is however important to

understand that in this realization yi or jmn are not identified with the Lorentz symmetries.

These variables encode extra dimensions.
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We can now construct the space-time version of the action (4.3), by choosing the

propagator K(g) to be K(g) = k2 + k2 + m2. By performing the Fourier transform, one

obtains (A = 1, . . . , 6)

S(ψ) =

∫
[dx][dy]

(
(∂Aψ̂ ⊛ ∂Aψ̂)(x, y) +m2(ψ̂ ⊛ ψ̂)(x, y) +

λ

3!
(ψ̂ ⊛ ψ̂ ⊛ ψ̂)(x, y)

)
,

A = 1, . . . , 6. (4.27)

Considering now the fields restrictions (4.18), (4.19), together with the choice of propagator

K(g) = K(a) = k2 +m2, we recover their respective action (i = 1, . . . , 3)

S(φ1) =

∫
[dx]

(
δ0(∂iφ̂1 ⊛ ∂iφ̂1)(x, 0) +m2δ0(φ̂1 ⊛ φ̂1)(x, 0) +

λ

3!
δ20(φ̂1 ⊛ φ̂1 ⊛ φ̂1)(x, 0)

)
,

(4.28)

S(φ2) =

∫
[dx][dy]

(
(∂iφ̂2 ⊛ ∂iφ̂2)(x) +m2(φ̂2 ⊛ φ̂2)(x) +

λ

3!
(φ̂2 ⊛ φ̂2 ⊛ φ̂2)(x)

)
. (4.29)

The action S(φ1) contains product of δ0 ≡ δ(0). As we recalled before, in the compact

case, δ(0) is not divergent, so the action is well defined. In the non-compact case, the

divergences pop up and the action is not well-defined. In the second action S(φ2), we are

dealing with a field which is not dependent on y, but there is nevertheless an integration

over y, which makes the action badly defined.

We see that we are encountering the same issues as in field theories with extra dimen-

sions where one tries to project the field theory over a subspace. It is quite interesting to

note that the field restriction ψ̂(x, y) = φ1(x)δ(y) which does not provide a well defined

action in the commutative case, can work when dealing with extra dimensions in the form

of a compact Lie algebra. Unfortunately, the price to pay is the unnatural shape of the

momentum conservation in (4.5).

We can perform also the Fourier transform for the action defined using the damping

function f ,

Sf (ψ) =

∫
[dx][dy]

(
(∂Aψ̂ ⊛ ∂Aψ̂ ⊛ f̂)(x, y) +m2(ψ̂ ⊛ ψ̂)(x) +

λ

3!
(ψ̂ ⊛ ψ̂ ⊛ ψ̂ ⊛ f̂)(x, y)

)
.

(4.30)

The choice f(g) = δ(a) for g = ah leads to f̂(x, y) = δ(y). With this choice in mind, the

previous action becomes

Sf (ψ) =

∫
[dx]

(
(∂Aψ̂ ⊛ ∂Aψ̂ ⊛ f̂)(x, 0) +m2(ψ̂ ⊛ ψ̂)(x, 0) +

λ

3!
(ψ̂ ⊛ ψ̂ ⊛ ψ̂ ⊛ f̂)(x, 0)

)
.

(4.31)

We recovered an action localized on the hyperplane y = 0. Considering this damping

function and the restriction ψ̂(x, y) = φ̂2(x) clearly regularise the action (4.29). In this

case, one can check that the ⊛ product is equivalent to the non-associative product >.
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4.3 Deformed Poincaré symmetries?

Since we have defined a dual space-time to the momentum space SO(3, 1)+, we can now infer

what is the realisation of the translation symmetry and check the invariance of the different

actions we have constructed. We consider the usual translation action on coordinates

x→x̃ = x+ ε, y→ỹ = y + ε̃.

The field and the product of fields transform then in momentum space as

ψ̂(x, y)→ψ̂(x̃, ỹ) ⇒ ψ(g)→ eg(ε, ε̃)ψ(g) (4.32)

(ψ̂ ⊛ ψ̂)(x, y)→(ψ̂ ⊛ ψ̂)(x̃, ỹ) ⇒ ψ(g1)φ(g2)→ eg1g2
(ε, ε̃)ψ(g1)φ(g2). (4.33)

The group structure of SO(3, 1)+ encodes the deformation of the translation symmetry

R6, in the momentum space representation. This is the standard construction met for

example in the deformation of R3 translation into SU(2) [23] and R4 into AN3 [14]. The

action (4.3) is now easily shown to be invariant under the translations symmetry, thanks

to the conservation of momenta.

Since we have proposed various field restrictions on the x sector, we check the action

of translations on the sector x only. We have then (g = ah)

ψ̂(x, y)→ψ̂(x̃, y) ⇒ ψ(g)→ ea(ε)ψ(g), (4.34)

(ψ̂ ⊛ ψ̂)(x, y)→(ψ̂ ⊛ ψ̂)(x̃, y) ⇒ ψ(g1)φ(g2)→ e(a1·a2)h12
(ε, ε)ψ(g1)φ(g2). (4.35)

When considering the transformation of a product of fields on the sector x, the non-

commutative structure generates also a translation in the y sector. This is quite natural if

we recall that the deformation of the translations is such that the non-commutative relation

is transformed consistently under translations

[xi, xj ]⊛ = iǫkijyk → [xi + εi, xj + εj ]⊛ = iǫkij(yk + εk). (4.36)

This has however a direct consequence for the field restrictions we have introduced: they

do break the translational symmetry in the x sector. The introduction of the damping

function has the same effect, if it is not transforming as a field. The actions (4.28), (4.29)

do not possess the translational symmetry inherited from the main theory (4.27). In

the commutative case, the damping function f̂(x, y) = δ(y) would lead to a theory with

translation symmetry on the hyperplane (x, 0). The non-commutative structure spoils this

translational symmetry.

The action of the group SO(3, 1)+ on R6 is recovered from the Fourier transform: this

is the adjoint action. The infinitesimal generators (Ki, Ji) act as follows

[Ki, xj ] = −iǫkijyk [Ki, yj ] = −iǫkijxk (4.37)

[Ji, xj ] = iǫkijxk [Ji, yj ] = iǫkijyk. (4.38)

This means in particular that SO(3) acts on the dual coordinates (xi, yj) by the adjoint

action. It is clear that we are not dealing with a deformation of the Poincaré group acting

on R6, since in this case the Lorentz group should be 15 dimensional and not 6 dimensional

as SO(3, 1)+.
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4.4 Relation to the DFR and Moyal space-times

Following our construction on the Sndyer space, we present the construction of a field theory

on the Doplicher, Fredenhagen and Roberts non-commutative space (DFR space) [25]. We

recover many of the results of [20]. The DFR space is encoded in the coordinates operators

(Xi,Θij), where Θij is an antisymmetric operator with dimension length (~ = c = 1). The

construction was initially done in 4d Lorentzian, but it applies also in the 3d Euclidian

case, which we consider from now on. These operators satisfy the following commutation

relations, (with ℓ a constant with dimension length)

[Xi,Xj ] = iℓΘij, [Xi,Θkl] = 0 = [Θmn,Θij ], i, j,m, n = 1, 2, 3, (4.39)

which makes the set (Xi,Θij) a Lie algebra A since the Jacobi identities are satisfied.

The Θ sector forms an abelian sub Lie algebra h ∼ R3 of A. One of the key features

of this space is that it is covariant under the Lorentz transformations acting on the Xi

sector. Explicitly, if Xi transforms as a vector, the variables Θij transform as a tensor

under Lorentz transformations given by SO(3). The commutators (4.39) are then also

transforming covariantly under SO(3). Another important feature is that the translations

do act on the Xi as in the usual commutative case, which means in particular that the Θij

is actually invariant under the translations applied on the Xi sector [25].

We consider now the group G generated from the Lie algebra A. We can write an

element g ∈ G using the coordinate parameters (η, η̃,~b,~r)

g = bh = eiηb·Xeiη̃r·Θ, r · Θ ≡ rijΘij . (4.40)

The product of group elements generate a modified addition for the coordinate parameters

b1h1b2h2 = (b1 · b2)h12h1h2

eiη1
~b1·Xeiη̃1r1·Θ eiη2

~b2·Xeiη̃2r2·Θ = ei(η1
~b1+η2

~b2)·X e
iℓ
2

η1η2b1·Θ·b2 ei(η̃1r1+η̃2r2)·Θ,

b1 · Θ · b2 ≡ bi
1b

j
2Θij . (4.41)

Momentum variables (q, q) are constructed from the coordinate parameters

~q =
1

ℓ
f̃1(η)~b, ~q =

1

ℓ
f̃2(η̃)~r. (4.42)

According to the choice of f̃1, f̃2, the product (4.41) induces a modified sum for the

momenta. Making the specific choice f̃1(η) = η and f̃2(η̃) = η̃, we obtain the sum

~q1 ⊕ ~q2 = ~q1 + ~q2, (4.43)

(q1 ⊕ q2)ij =
ℓ

2
q1iq2j + q1ij + q2ij . (4.44)

The momentum addition on the q sector is the standard one, whereas there is a non-trivial

sum on the q sector. Considering the measures on flat spaces, respectively [db] ∼ d3q

and [dh] ∼ d3q, which are the natural measures for this group (as we shall see later), we

construct an action for the scalar field ψ(g) = ψ(b, h) = ψ(~q,~q)

Sdfr(ψ) =

∫
[dg]2φ(g1)K(g1)φ(g2)δ(g1g2) +

λ

3!

∫
[dg]3φ(g1)φ(g2)φ(g3)δ(g1g2g3). (4.45)
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In [20], the authors considered the action constructed with the help of a damping function

f(g) = δ(b)f(h)

Sf
dfr(ψ) =

∫
[dg]2[dh]φ(g1)K(g1)φ(g2)f(h3)δ(g1g2h3)

+
λ

3!

∫
[dg]3[dh]φ(g1)φ(g2)φ(g3)f(h4)δ(g1g2g3h4). (4.46)

We now construct the space-time representation of this action, by introducing the Fourier

transform in the usual way. First we consider the coordinates functions (xi, θij) ∈ R6, which

are the analogue of the operators (Xi,Θij). Given a choice of momentum coordinates (q, q),

we introduce the plane-wave eg(x, θ) ≡ ei(q·x+q·θ). The product of plan-waves is non-trivial

in order to encode the non-trivial sum (4.41).

(eg1
∗dfr eg2

)(x, θ) ≡ eg1g2
(x, θ), (4.47)

ei(q1·x+q1·θ) ∗dfr e
i(q2·x+q2·θ) ≡ ei((q1+q2)·x+(q1+q2)·θ+ iℓ

2
q1·θ·q2).

We can then introduce the Fourier transform of a given distribution ψ(g), considering the

measure [dg] = [d3q][d3q] on the group G.

ψ̂(x, θ) =

∫
[dg] eg(x, θ)ψ(g). (4.48)

The different commutators of the coordinates (x, θ) are calculated using the Fourier trans-

form and one obtains the star product realization of the DFR commutations relations.

[xi, xj ]∗dfr
= iℓθij , [xi, θkl]∗dfr

= 0 = [θmn, θij ]∗dfr
, i, j,m, n = 1, 2, 3, (4.49)

Furthermore, one can give an explicit realization of the star product [20]

(ψ̂1 ∗dfr ψ̂2)(x, θ) = ψ1(x, θ)e
i
2
ℓ
←−
∂iθij

−→
∂jψ2(x, θ). (4.50)

In particular, we recover the well-known property of the Moyal product when considering

the integral of the star product of two distributions

∫
[dx][dθ] (ψ̂1 ∗dfr ψ̂2) =

∫
[dx][dθ] ψ̂1ψ̂2. (4.51)

This star product is therefore very close to the Moyal product. The main difference is that

in the Moyal case, the tensor θij is not transforming under the Lorentz transformations, as

it does from the DFR perspective. The Moyal star product can nevertheless be retrieved

from the DFR star product by simply fixing θij = θij to an arbitrary value, such that it

does not transform anymore under the Lorentz transformations. We deal therefore with a

Moyal non-commutative space-time that breaks the Lorentz symmetry (as opposed to the

Moyal space-time where the Lorentz symmetries are deformed).

As usual, the convolution product is the dual of the star product and straightfor-

ward calculations now give the space-time representation of the actions, with the choice of
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propagator K(g) = k2 + k2 +m2

S(ψ) =

∫
[dx][dθ]

(
(∂Aψ̂ ∗dfr ∂

Aψ̂) +m2(ψ̂ ∗dfr ψ̂) +
λ

3!
(ψ̂ ∗dfr ψ̂ ∗dfr ψ̂)

)
. (4.52)

Sf (ψ) =

∫
[dx][dθ]

(
(∂Aψ̂ ∗dfr ∂

Aψ̂ ∗dfr f̂)+m2(ψ̂ ∗dfr ψ̂ ∗dfr f̂)+
λ

3!
(ψ̂∗dfr3 ∗dfr f̂)

)
. (4.53)

The last action is the action considered in [20], with extra assumptions on the damping

(weighting) function f̂(x, θ) ≡ W (θ). They also considered the field restriction ψ̂(x, θ) ≡

φ̂2(x), that is a field depending on x only.

Sf (ψ) =

∫
[dx][dθ]

(
(∂iφ̂2 ∗dfr ∂

iφ̂2 ∗dfr Ŵ ) +m2(φ̂2 ∗dfr φ̂2 ∗dfr Ŵ ) +
λ

3!
(φ̂
∗dfr3
2 ∗dfr Ŵ )

)
.

(4.54)

In this case, it is easy to check that this action is invariant under the translations:

xi→xi + εi, θij→θij, and [xi + εi, xj + εj ]∗dfr
= θij. (4.55)

The DFR construction shares many similarities with the construction described in the

context of Snyder space-time in the previous section. The two non-commutative spaces

can in fact be related through a limit3 [20].

λ

κ2
→ ℓ with

(
κ→∞

λ→∞
, (4.56)

With this limit, the star product commutators (4.26) and (4.25) become

[xi, xj ]⊛ = i
λ

κ2
jij → iℓ jij , (4.57)

[xi, jmn]⊛ = −
i

λ
(δnixm − δmixn)→ 0, (4.58)

[jmn, jab]⊛ =
i

λ
(δnajmb + δmbjna − δnbjma − δmajnb)→ 0 (4.59)

We can therefore identify jmn with θmn.

The limit provides also to recover the DFR addition law for momenta, provided we

choose consistent definitions for the momenta (~k,~k) and (~q,~q). We demand that ~k→~q and
~k→~q and

~k12 →
ℓ

2
~q1 ∧ ~q2, (4.60)

~k1 ⊕ ~k2 → ~q1 + ~q2, (4.61)

eik12·y → ei
ℓ
2

qm
1

qn
2
jmn , (4.62)

eik1·x ⊛ eik2·x → ei((q1+q2)·x+ ℓ
2
(qm

1
qn
2
jmn)). (4.63)

3In [20], we have b = 1

λ
, a = 1

κ
.
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As an example, the choices for the Sndyer case f1(η) = sinh η or f1(η) = tanh η with the

choice f2(η̃) = tan η̃ are consistent with the coordinate choice in the DFR case f̃1(η) = η

and f̃2(η̃) = η̃.

This limit enables to see that the measure on G is given by the measure on R6. Indeed

starting from the measure [dg] on SO(3, 1)+ and considering the limit with the consistent

choice of momenta as above, it is easy to see that [dg]→d3qd3q, the measure on G.

Before concluding this section, we would like to comment on the symmetries. The

choice of propagator and field restriction makes clear that the Lorentz symmetry is simply

SO(3). There is however a subtlety with the translation invariance. Indeed, the translation

symmetry constructed from the Snyder perspective under the limit (4.56) makes sure that

the commutator [xi, xj ]∗dfr
= iℓθij is transforming covariantly, that is

[xi, xj ]∗dfr
= iℓθij→[xi + εi, xj + εj ]∗dfr

= iℓ(θij + ǫkijεk). (4.64)

This translation action is not the DFR type translation action (4.55). The action (4.54)

constructed from the field restriction and the damping function is not invariant under the

translation symmetry inherited from the Sndyer approach, since the field restriction and the

damping function clearly break this symmetry. It is not clear to us if the DFR realization of

the translations can be related to through a different realization of the translation symmetry

in the Snyder case, for example due to the existence of another sort of differential calculus.

We leave this question for further investigations.

5 Some comments

5.1 Different approximation schemes

We have considered two approaches in the previous sections to construct different types of

action on non-commutative spaces which satisfied Snyder’s commutations relations. They

can be generalized to any dimension and in particular to the 4d Sndyer case with G =

SO(4, 1) and H = SO(3, 1). These approaches are very different, since in one case there

is a non-associative structure, and in the second the fundamental structure is associative.

We showed how in the latter case, one could recover the former case, using the damping

function f̂(x, y) = δ(y) and a field restriction ψ̂(x, y) = φ̂2(x).

This has a natural physical interpretation: starting with a field theory with extra

degrees of freedom, introduced through extra-dimensions, we intend to describe an effective

theory where we want to damp the impact of these extra dimensions on the relevant space-

time dimensions (specified by the x). The actions with the damping term can be simply

rewritten as

Sf (ψ̂) =

∫
[dx][dy] (L(ψ̂, ∂ψ̂) ∗ f̂)(x, y), (5.1)

and in the DFR case, this takes the even more suggestive shape

Sf (ψ̂) =

∫
[dx][dy] f̂ (y)L(ψ̂, ∂ψ̂). (5.2)
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The damping function f̂ consists of a modification of the trace which precisely truncates

these extra degrees of freedom. To achieve this, the function is therefore assumed to be

positive, for any large |yi| , it goes to zero quickly enough and it is even i.e.

∫
[dy] Ŵ (y)yi = 0. (5.3)

Unlike the commutative case, if we consider the field restriction ψ̂(x, y) = φ̂2(x), the field

theory deduced from the fundamental theory still feels the extra dimensions, which are

hidden in the star product, i.e. the non-commutative structure. By considering the extreme

case where the damping function localizes on the y = 0 hyperplane, i.e. Ŵ (y) = δ(y),

we recovered the non-associative approach. In this sense the non-associative field theory

appears as a specific approximation of the associative field theory constructed on a space-

time with extra dimensions.

We can interpret physically this procedure by considering the associative field theory

constructed on the group manifold as the fundamental field theory, with the x-sector being

our usual physical sector and the y-sector representing extra degrees of freedom. Integrat-

ing over the y sector would then amount to tracing out these degrees of freedom, which

would lead to an apparent violation of momentum conservation in the x-sector (which hap-

pens in our framework) and to potential non-associative effects. From this point of view,

localizing on the y = 0 hyperplane could then be interpreted as working on a (degenerate)

ground state of the system as a first order approximation to the theory. Then high energy

dynamics would require investigating the effect of fluctuations out of the y = 0 hyperplane

and we would be able to probe the whole structure of the full associative field theory. We

underline that this is simply a proposal for a physical interpretation, which would require

further investigation.

Nevertheless, we would like to compare this situation to a (scalar) field theory on the

4d Lorentzian Snyder space-time and its possible relation to 4d quantum gravity. In [7],

a derivation of effective non-commutative field theory for matter fields from group field

theories for spinfoam models of 4d quantum gravity was presented. These group field

theories are inspired from the reformulation of general relativity as a BF theory with

potential based on the SO(4, 1) gauge group. Starting from there, we naturally obtain

effective associative field theory with SO(4, 1) as momentum space. In this context, we

face the same issues as presently when we need to either trace out the SO(3, 1) sector

or localize it in order to obtain a field theory on the Snyder spacetime dual to the coset

momentum space SO(4, 1)/SO(3, 1). We then have to address the physical relevance of

the SO(3, 1)-sector of the field theory, which is actually the issue left unanswered in the

approach presented in [7].

In a similar way the DFR field theory appears as an approximation of the fundamental

associative field theory. A more general damping function than Ŵ (y) = δ(y) is allowed

and we have also to perform the limit κ, λ→∞ with λ
κ2 = ℓ fixed. This limits amounts to

abelianize the extra-dimensions, while keeping some non-commutativity. This is a semi-

classical limit since we send the Planck mass κ to ∞. The non-commutativity is retained
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in this regime by sending the other mass scale λ to ∞ too. This is another approximation

of the fundamental field theory defined over space-time embedded in extra dimensions.

5.2 Momentum and multi-particles states

In both approaches, associative or not, we are dealing with a curved momentum space just

as in the context of κ-Minkowski. In this context, many issues are well-known [26]. For

example, there are different possible choices of momentum. In the κ-Minkowski case, one

can ”solve” this issue by analyzing the differential calculus: it provides a natural recipe

to choose what we call momentum. We do not have such calculus at this time in the

Snyder space-time, so we are left with some ambiguities. We have been dealing with the

canonical choices, the Snyder and embedding coordinates, in analogy with κ-Minkowski.

Snyder’s momentum Pµ is analog to the choice of momentum made in the bicrossproduct

construction of κ-Minkowski, which imposes a bound on energy [27]. Note that the Snyder’s

choice for momentum and the embedding coordinates choice pµ seem to be qualitatively

different, since in the first case, there is a bound on the rest mass, PµP
µ = m2 ≤ κ2 whereas

in the latter there is no obvious bound on momentum. The choice of momentum is of course

very important to relate the theory to experiments. It also affects by construction the >

product one uses, since this product is defined so that the product of plane-wave encodes

the momenta addition.

This bound on momentum (on energy or rest-mass) is problematic when considering

the sum of momenta. Indeed, by construction the resulting momentum will be bounded

in the same way. This is the so-called ”soccer ball” problem. It is then unclear how to

recover a system with a momentum that do not respect this bound, that is how to recover

a ”classical” object. Using the Snyder momentum coordinates, we do not escape this

problem. At the contrary, again, it seems that by using the embedding coordinates pµ we

do not have this issue.

κ-Minkowski physics is also characterized by a non-commutative addition of the mo-

menta. From the first approach we presented (section 3.1), we see that in Snyder’s space-

time the addition is non-commutative and non-associative. It has been shown in the context

of κ-Minkowski that a careful analysis of the partition function for the scalar field theory

with a source term, naturally generates all the possible types of interactions [28]. More

explicitly, one obtains a symmetrization of the momenta conservation. In the case of a φ̂3

interaction, we would get for example

δ(k1 ⊕ k2 ⊕ k3)→
∑

σ

δ(kσ(1) ⊕ kσ(3) ⊕ kσ(3)), (5.4)

where σ is a permutation. In this sense, even though one conservation rule is not symmetric

under the permutation of momentum, we have many conservation laws that imply that

the total amplitude is symmetric under particle exchanges. Such an approach could be

extended to consider all the possible grouping of products in order to have at the end a

symmetric amplitude. In the case of a φ̂3 interaction, we would get for example
∑

σ

δ(kσ(1) ⊕ (kσ(3) ⊕ kσ(3)))→
∑

σ

δ(kσ(1) ⊕ (kσ(3) ⊕ kσ(3))) +
∑

σ

δ((kσ(1) ⊕ kσ(3)) ⊕ kσ(3)).

(5.5)
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In the second approach (section 4.1), we do have an associative momenta addition,

though still non-commutative. This simplification is however at the cost of introducing

the extra momentum sector k which physical interpretation is open. In the context of

the DFR model, this sector is interpreted as some version of the (fuzzy) Kaluza-Klein ap-

proach, where one deals with extra dimensions. A similar interpretation can hold in the

Snyder context.

6 Discussion

We have presented two approaches to describe a scalar field theory on a non-commutative

space-time that reproduces the Snyder’s commutation relations. We have in particular

presented two star product realizations of this non-commutative space. The two approaches

are very distinct, since in one case the star product is non-associative, whereas in the

second one it is associative. This difference comes from a different initial set up: in the

non-associative case, we considered the field theory living only on the upper hyperboloid

interpreted as momentum space, whereas in the associative case, momentum space is the

group SO(3, 1)+, in which the upper hyperboloid is naturally embedded. In the former

case, we identified the deformed Poincaré symmetries which are consistent with this non-

commutative structure. This deformation has not been identified in the classification of

the deformation of the Poincaré symmetries [15–17], since this classification looked at the

deformations which preserved the (co-)associativity. The construction of the new quantum

group encoding this deformation is currently under investigations [29]. One of the key-

questions to answer in the curved momentum space setting is the analysis of the Noether

charges. This analysis can be done in the chosen star product realization but a complete

analysis would rely on classification of the differential calculus on this non-commutative

space. We refer to [29] for further details.

To consider the full group as momentum space can be seen as constructing a scalar

field theory on a non-commutative space-time with extra dimensions, and we presented

different ways to reduce the theory on relevant space-time. We showed moreover how

the DFR non-commutative space-time is naturally related to this construction through

some limit. We also showed how the non-associative model can be related to this extra-

dimensions model if one considers some damping function and field restriction. In fact both

the DFR space and the non-associative space can be seen as specific approximations of the

extra-dimension model. We pinpointed that there exists a priori a mismatch between the

translation symmetry obtained by considering the DFR limit in the extra-dimensions model

and the DFR realization. It is unclear to us if there the two realizations could be related or

if in fact the DFR translation realization is an different realization which can not be traced

back to the extended model, and simply due to the abelian features of the DFR space. To

answer this question, one should consider the classification of the differential calculus on

sl(2,C) and the possible deformations of the Poincaré symmetries acting on R6.

We have presented the construction in a 3d Euclidian setting, which was a nice simple

laboratory to present all the features of the two different approaches. Our calculations can

be extended to the 4d Lorentzian case, the calculations becoming just cumbersome. To
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define a scalar field theory on the Lorentzian Sndyer’s space-time, one should consider the

group SO(4, 1) and the subgroup SO(3, 1), so that momentum space is the de Sitter space

SO(4, 1)/SO(3, 1). This space is embedded in R5 through {vA ∈ R5, vAvA = −κ2} and we

have two open sets to cover it. In the Sndyer coordinates Pµ = κ
vµ

v4
, these two sets are

simply given in terms of v4 > 0 and v4 < 0. Just as in the case of the hyperboloid, one

should work only in one set, choosing for example v4 > 0. This restriction is consistent

with the action of the Lorentz group SO(3, 1), so that there will be a natural realization of

these symmetries, just as the SO(3) symmetry was realized in our example. Once again one

can discuss a field theory on the full group SO(4, 1) and implement the damping function

and field restriction to recover the non-associative construction and the DFR space. This

analysis would then motivate the studies of deformation of the Poincaré group acting on

R10 and the analysis of the differential calculus on the associated non-commutative space.

We leave these ideas for further investigations.

To conclude we have defined two approaches to define in a natural way a scalar field

classical action living on Snyder’s space-time, with the relevant Poincaré symmetries. Sny-

der’s initial motivation was to introduce this non-commutative space to regularize the UV

divergences in field theory. We have now all the tools to construct the quantum field theory

for this space and to perform the divergences analysis, to see at last if Snyder’s guess was

right or not.
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